The Disability Navigator Program helps Larimer County individuals get the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefit, a federal program that sends monthly payments to individuals with a disability or blindness who have financial needs. In this program, individuals will work with a navigator to get the required documents and complete the SSI application. This process can be long and difficult to complete without resources or help, but with the Disability Navigator Program, applicants can be sure their SSI application is accurate, complete, and submitted.

The Disability Navigator Program seeks to accomplish three primary goals:

1. To be sure an accurate and completed SSI application is submitted for the individual.
2. To get individuals on the SSI benefit quicker to ensure the individual has the highest monthly payment possible.
3. To increase the percentage of approved SSI applications.

The primary goals of the Disability Navigator Program are:

1. To be eligible for this program, individuals must have applied for or be receiving the Aid to the Needy and Disabled (AND) cash benefit. Individuals can be anywhere in the process of applying for SSI to receive assistance from the Disability Navigator Program.

**About the Disability Navigator Program**

Contact Robyn Wold, the navigator and contact for the Disability Navigator Program, for more information.

woldre@larimer.org  (970)498-6908

**Program Benefits**

**01. Get a completed SSI application.**

Individuals applying for SSI through the Disability Navigator Program are more likely to complete the SSI application and be approved.

**02. Earn a higher monthly payment.**

On average, individuals receiving SSI earn a higher monthly payment than individuals receiving the Aid to the Needy and Disabled (AND) benefit.

**03. Get help if application is denied.**

If an individual’s SSI application is denied, the Disability Navigator Program can help. Working with a navigator means the individual is more likely to receive SSI in the future.

**04. Receive cash resources longer.**

Unlike other cash benefit programs, SSI recipients don’t ever need to reapply to the benefit. This means SSI recipients can be sure they’ll receive monthly cash payments for a longer period of time.

*To be eligible for this program, individuals must have applied for or be receiving the Aid to the Needy and Disabled (AND) cash benefit. Individuals can be anywhere in the process of applying for SSI to receive assistance from the Disability Navigator Program.*